




Our Vision (sadie)
- Inclusive

- Modeled after European cities like Copenhagen, Elmwood’s primary focus is to build a tight-knit, 
diverse community and foster a culture of participation where people from all socioeconomic 
backgrounds can contribute to the city. 

- Our inclusion of non-profits like food banks and job enlistment services, we hope to promote the 

homeless shelter as a transitional place rather than a permanent one. 

- Resilient
- Elmwood is built to adapt and thrive in the evolving landscape of the world. With accessible 

open park spaces designed for social distancing, urgent care and COVID-19 testing facilities, 
and social mobility services, Elmwood is investing in our citizens’ futures. 

- Sustainable
- Elmwood juxtaposes innovative architecture and public open spaces to create an ecosystem where the 

natural and modern worlds can coexist in the bustling city of Yorktown. Elmwood integrates 

sustainably-designed buildings aligned with the city’s Green Building Standards and streets built for 

pedestrians and cyclists. 





By the Numbers (kavi)

19% affordable housing
1,381 jobs created
14% developer rate of return
$1.56 million city 10 year revenue
45,000 public open space

















Target Tenants - Retail (julia)
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Target Tenants - Office (julia)
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Neighborhood Group Needs 

Group Needs met/not met

Neighborhood Alliance Homeless Shelter, no Q Mart, Phoenix Hotel, many parks

Jobs and Justice No Q-Mart, affordable housing, new jobs at many levels, homeless 
shelter

Grace Memorial Homeless shelter

Skate On! No skateboard park but a lot of open space and temporary ramps

Old Urbanists no Q-Mart, affordable housing, supermarket, jobs at many levels

Pro Art Built artist studios, art festivals and murals on the supermarket



City Goals 

Primary City Goals How Goal was Achieved

Remove blighting influences New homeless shelter is strategically far from retails 
residential area, removal of Victorian Row, even skyline on 9th 
avenue (no tall structures)

Generate tax revenues for the city Generated a 10 year net revenue of $1,555,450

Create mixed-level employment 
opportunities

1,381 jobs created, of mixed levels including entry level 
(cashiers, ice cream scoopers, waiters) and skilled (doctors, 
lawyers, software engineering)



City Goals pt 2

Primary City Goals How Goal was Achieved

Attract retail to serve the needs of 
residents

Revitalized 9th avenue to include dozens of new stores 
including commercial retail as well as small businesses at 
varying price points

Build housing for mixed-income 
residents

19% affordable housing, 49 affordable residential units, as 
well as a luxury condo 

Create amenities for long time 
residents

Big parks, community garden, artist studios, tech center 

Preserve historic sites York Dry Goods and the Phoenix Hotel have been 
preserved and renovated to comply with safety regulations 
and to better cater to the needs of the community



COVID-19 Prevention (??)
- Block 5 Office/Parking Lot

- Provide COVID-19 testing sites

- York Dry Goods
- Tech Center: allows everyone access to and help with technology, allowing them to easily 

connect with others or transition to working from home. 

- Block 2 Office
- Hosts mental health services such as a therapist’s office.

- Block 4 Large Park
- Provides open space for residents to spend leisurely time; open space helps slow the spread 

of the virus 
- Allows space for customers of the adjacent retail to spread out and maintain social distancing 

when waiting outside

 



Research 
- The Impact of an Urban WalMart Store on Area Businesses: The Chicago Case (published by 

Economics Development Quarterly, 2012) by David Merriman, Joseph Persky, Julie Davis, Ron Baiman

- "This study, the first on the impact of a WalMart in a large city, draws on three annual surveys of enterprises 
within a four-mile radius of a new Chicago WalMart. It shows that the probability of going out of business 
was significantly higher for establishments close to that store. Overall, these results support the contention 
that large-city WalMarts, like those in small towns, absorb retail sales from nearby stores without 
significantly expanding the market.”

- The Economic Impacts of Supermarkets on their Surrounding Communities (published by the 

Reinvestment Fund, 2008)

- "The analysis of residential real estate prices in Philadelphia finds that the introduction of a new supermarket 
increases both the levels and rates of appreciation of home prices near the new store... A new supermarket 
can have an economic impact by increasing the number and quality of jobs in the community, increasing 
overall economic activity in the neighborhood and region, and generating additional tax revenues at both 
the state and local level." 



Research
- The Atlantic: Unbundle the Police: American Police is a gnarl of overlapping services that should 

be demilitarized and disentangled
- “The roles of warrior cop, traffic patroller, and tax collector are bound up in a way that practically guarantees a large 

number of violent encounters between armed police and civilians. The United States has about 40 percent more 
police officers per capita than England or Australia, but adjusted for population, U.S. law enforcement 
kills 20 to 100 times more people.” 

- PLOS One Journals: Housing First Reduces Re-offending among Formerly Homeless Adults 
with Mental Disorders: Results of a Randomized Controlled Trial

- “ homeless shelters decrease crime rates because homeless people turn to crime when their needs aren’t met”, 
“Experimental evidence indicates that Housing First (HF) increases housing stability and perceived choice among those 
experiencing chronic homelessness and mental disorders. HF is also associated with lower residential costs than 
common alternative approaches.”

- United States Interagency Council on Homelessness: Housing First Checklist: Assessing 
Projects and Systems for a Housing First Orientation

- “Housing First is a proven method of ending all types of homelessness and is the most effective approach to ending 
chronic homelessness… Without clinical prerequisites like completion of a course of treatment or evidence of sobriety 
and with a low-threshold for entry, Housing First yields higher housing retention rates, lower returns to homelessness, 
and significant reductions in the use of crisis service and institutions.” 
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